One of the major challenges in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the mitigation of collisions due to simultaneous transmissions by multiple nodes over a common channel which are located in a proximity. TDMA-based channel access provides energy-efficient and collision-free transmissions. It is especially suitable for traffic with periodic transmission pattern and guaranteed QoS requirements. For that reason, a large number of TDMA-scheduling algorithms are available in the literature, and consequently, a good number of survey papers on TDMA-scheduling algorithms have been written. In this work, we propose a novel classification framework to categorize the existing TDMAscheduling algorithms available for WSNs. As against existing survey works, the proposed framework possess certain new dimensions (categories) to classify existing TDMA-scheduling algorithms. Additionally, we introduce a couple of new sub-categories for the existing classes which would help researchers to even differentiate between two TDMA-Scheduling algorithms that are assumed to be similar as per existing classification schemes. Finally, we also discuss few important works in the context of proposed classification scheme.
Introduction
The TDMA-based media access and control (MAC) protocols are better suited for WSNs against collisionavoidance based MAC protocols, especially under peak load conditions. TDMA-based channel access eliminates collisions, idle listening and overhearing, which are the major cause of energy consumption in WSNs. In addition, it provides guaranteed end-to-end delay performance in multi-hop wireless communication. For instance, in WSNs, TDMA-based channel access ensures the timely detection of events at the base station. Another important aspect of TDMA-based communication is its superior performance during heavy loads. When the data rate of each node in WSN is high or there are too many sensor nodes, the contention-based MAC protocols may lead to a large number of retransmissions and collisions, thereby degrading the energy consumption and the Quality of Service (QoS) performance of the network.
Generating a conflict-free schedule (TDMA-scheduling) in a TDMA-based MAC protocol, is an challenging and important problem. A TDMA-schedule strongly effects the efficiency of the channel utilization. In general, the problem of TDMA-scheduling in WSNs can be seen as the assignment of time slots to the nodes for their data transmission, ensuring the transmission of packets by a node in its assigned time slot, should not collide with transmission of any other node in the network. However, TDMA-scheduling for WSNs sometimes considered as an integrated problem with other sub-problems such as finding the path of communication between two nodes which are at the multi-hop distance from each other (routing problem) and efficient utilization of available bandwidth, when more than one communication channels are available (channel assignment problem). In addition, the TDMA-scheduling problem may have to take into account the application constraints, such as providing quality of service (QoS).
In this paper, we propose a classification framework for various TDMA-scheduling techniques based on certain characteristics which have already been used in earlier surveys, along with few additional characteris-tics identified by us. The identified characteristics are then categorized further to get a better understanding of existing TDMA-scheduling algorithms, using an approach based on the objectives which an algorithm try to achieve, the assumptions made by the algorithm and design methodology adapted by the algorithm to perform TDMA-scheduling. Thereafter, using the proposed framework, we give a brief survey of the TDMAbased MAC protocols and algorithms designed for WSNs and few the algorithms which have been designed for general purpose multi-hop wireless networks instead of WSNs specifically.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, we propose a framework to classify the TDMA-scheduling algorithms in WSNs based on the identified characteristics. In section 2 and 3, we discuss the centralized and distributed existing TDMAscheduling algorithms respectively in the context of proposed classification framework. Section 4 concludes the paper.
A Framework for the Classification of TDMA-scheduling Algorithms in WSNs
TDMA-scheduling in WSNs has been the subject of intensive research during the last two decades. As a result, a number of survey papers are available in the literature related to TDMA-scheduling in WSNs [30, 23, 51] . In order to have a classification framework for TDMAscheduling algorithms in WSNs, we extend the classification of TDMA-scheduling algorithms for WSNs, provided by bhaskaran et. el. in [30] . The classification presented in [30] is based on scheduling objectives and underlying assumptions made by the algorithms. The survey paper covers scheduling algorithms which are designed only for convergecast communication in WSNs. Moreover, the algorithms discussed in [30] , are mostly centralized in nature, and generate optimal schedule with respect to a given objective such as minimizing energy consumption, minimizing latency of data collection and minimizing schedule length.
In addition to the objectives and assumptions, identified as the two dimensions to characterize a TDMAscheduling algorithm, we add "Design-Methodology" as the third dimension ( Fig. 1) , to the classification presented in [30] . Moreover, we have further classified the set of objectives and assumptions into a multilevel hierarchy, to better understand the design of existing TDMA-scheduling algorithms. Finally, we have identified a couple of new objectives and assumptions, to cover a larger spectrum of TDMA-scheduling algorithm in WSNs.
In the following subsections, we discuss the characteristics of each category and sub-category of the proposed classification framework, in detail.
Objectives
Primary objective of any TDMA-scheduling algorithm is always to find a feasible (or interference free) schedule. However, the choice of a schedule among all feasible schedules may differ based on the scheduling objectives set by an algorithm. We further classify the objectives of TDMA-scheduling into two categories: MACperformance objectives and schedule-characteristics objectives. The TDMA-scheduling objectives belonging to MAC-performance category can be seen as the objective to improve the performance of MAC protocol with respect to a given parameter (e.g. throughput, energy etc.). In this sense, the objective of a TDMA-scheduling algorithm is same as the objective of underlying MAC protocol, in which, the generated schedule is going to be used. The objectives belonging to the category schedulecharacteristics can be seen as the desired property of the schedule to be generated by the TDMA-algorithm. For example, a TDMA-scheduling algorithm may aim to generate a TDMA-schedule with partially conflict free property to avoid the collisions up to a certain extent, instead of completely suppressing the collisions by generating a fully conflict free schedule. Now, we discuss both the categories of TDMA-scheduling objectives in detail.
MAC-performance objectives
The main objective of a TDMA-scheduling is to find a conflict free schedule, which can improve the performance of MAC protocol with respect to given parameters. Therefore, MAC-performance objectives of a TDMA-scheduling algorithm are same as the overall design objectives of the underlying MAC protocol. Here, we discuss various MAC-performance design objectives that have been considered by various existing TDMAscheduling algorithms and the implications of these objectives on the design of scheduling algorithms.
-Throughput:
Improving the throughput performance of a MAC protocol is one of the most researched design objective of many TDMA-scheduling algorithms available in literature. The objective of improving throughput is mainly achieved by one of the following three techniques.
-Minimizing Schedule Length: In this method, an algorithm tries to minimize the schedule length, given the constraint that each node should get exactly one slot per schedule duration. Typically, minimizing the scheduling length is equivalent to maximizing the throughput. Additionally, many times, a minimal schedule length also implies minimal end to end latency. However, the number of hops and the sequence of transmissions from source to destination can also be considered together with the scheduling constraints to further reduce end-to-end latency. -Maximizing Transmission Set: In this method, an algorithm tries to maximize the number of concurrent transmissions in each slot of a fixed schedule length. Consequently, a node may get more than one slot per frame. As compared to previous method, this method does not guarantee fairness in the allocation of available bandwidth among the nodes, when all nodes are having equal demand. -Dynamic Scheduling: In case of variable load conditions, the TDMA-based channel access gives much higher delays and lower throughput due to the static allocation of time slots. A node can use only the time slots allocated to it, even if the time slots allocated to the other nodes are not being used by them. In order to improve the throughput in such situations, the dynamic scheduling method is applied, in which, the task of scheduling is performed per slot basic or per frame basic (depending upon the current transmission requirement of the nodes) instead of using a fixed schedule for a very long time (multiple frames). A dynamic TDMA-scheduling algorithm should take lesser time to generate a schedule, otherwise the overhead of scheduling would become very high, as the algorithm has to run either in every slot or at the start of every frame. -Latency: It is important to reduce end-to-end latency especially for those applications in which completing a certain task before the deadline is very crucial. Many mission-critical and even-based applica-tions require lesser end-to-end latency as compared to other applications. Moreover, the algorithms with the goal to minimize the schedule-length may not generate the TDMA-schedules with minimum delay for few topologies. For example, a linear deployment of sensor nodes may result higher spatial bandwidth utilization in WSNs. But, due to a large distance (number of hops) between the source to the destination, packet transmissions may experience higher end-to-end delay. Therefore, to minimizing the endto-end latency, few additional constraints are required to be considered, besides the constraints related to minimizing the schedule-length. -Energy Consumption: Maximizing the network lifetime is a crucial requirement for any resource constraint WSNs and this is typically achieved by efficiently managing the radio activity of the sensor nodes. One of the most common techniques to save the energy of sensor nodes is to perform sleep scheduling i.e. periodic switching of sensor radio between sleep and active modes. This can be easily achieved in TDMA-based MAC protocols, where the nodes have to wake-up only during the time slots in which they are either transmitter or the intended receiver of a transmitted packet. Transmission power control (TPC) is also well known technique that is used in conjunction with TDMA-scheduling, to control the energy consumption as well as level of interference in a network. Transmitting packets at maximum available power can cause higher level of inference thereby reducing the capacity of the network. On the other hand, transmitting packets at very low power would possibly increase the communication delay in the network as size of neighborhood for each node would decrease. Additionally, the quality of wireless links is time dependent, and in this case, dynamic power control can improve the packet delivery rate by improving the quality of poor links. -Self Stabilization: In addition to avoiding the collisions, self stabilization against the changes in the network (such as arrival of new nodes), is also an equally important and desired property of a TDMA-based MAC protocol. It is not cost effective to perform re-scheduling of the complete network every time when the network topology changes even within a very small portion of the network. Furthermore, the process of self stabilization due to changes at some part the network should affect only the nodes in the vicinity of the change. In literature, capability of self stabilization of a TDMA-scheduling algorithm is usually measured in terms of the time taken by the algorithm to reach a conflict free schedule, starting from the time when the change occurred, and the amount of control messages exchanged in the recovery process. -Communication Overhead: In many TDMA-scheduling algorithms, the process of message exchange with neighboring nodes waste a significant portion of bandwidth and incur higher delays to generate a TDMA-schedule. However, to establish a TDMAschedule, if an algorithm incurs significant volume of message exchange and thereby consume more energy, and this may lessen the energy saving benefit of using TDMA-based channel access. The problem of message overhead due to message exchange between neighboring nodes, becomes more severe for large and dense networks. Therefore, TDMA-scheduling algorithm with lesser overhead, not only save the channel bandwidth and reduce the time to generate a valid TDMA-schedule, such algorithms show better support for scalability too. -Fairness: One of the crucial requirements of WSNs applications, is to maintain the fairness between the nodes in terms of the opportunity to transmit their data. For example, to get a consistent view of the sensed environment in WSNs, the sensor nodes should get equal opportunity to transmit their sensory data. Maintaining fairness is essential, especially for those applications in which the reading of each sensor node is equally important. However, many times in WSNs, few nodes in the networks also work as routers helping other's data to reach the destination. In order to ensure fairness, in this situation, such router nodes should get more number of timeslots than the nodes which are not the routers. The actual number of time slots required by a router depends upon number of nodes, from where it is receiving the packets to be forwarded.
Schedule-characteristics objectives
TDMA-schedules generated by two different algorithms can differ with respect to various characteristics, even if both the algorithms are having the same MAC-performance objective. The are quiet a few reasons behind calling schedule-characteristics as design objective of the TDMAscheduling algorithms, which are as following. Such characteristics of the schedule are usually decided before commencing the design of algorithms.
These schedule-characteristics greatly affect the designmethodology (discussed later) to be taken to perform scheduling.
These schedule-characteristics possesses a strong correlation with the MAC-performance objective of the algorithm.
Following are some of the schedule-characteristics identified by us.
-Number of slots per node: Typically, the schedule generated by a TDMA-scheduling algorithm contains a single slot per frame for each node in the network. This type of scheduling is useful for the case when all nodes in the network are having similar data transmission requirement, which may not be true all the time. For example, in WSNs, the sensor nodes which also work as routers to forward others data in the direction of base station, have more data transmission requirement than that of sensor nodes which only transmit their own data. Therefore, in order to ensure fairness, a couple of TDMAscheduling algorithms allocate the number of slots to the nodes, in a frame, as per their data transmission requirement. In another situation, few nodes may be given more than one time slot per frame to reduce the average waiting time of the packets to be transmitted, in the MAC queue. -Conflict free property: As stated before, the task of a TDMA-scheduling algorithm is to generate a conflict-free schedule. However, there are couple of algorithms present in literature, in which, the purpose of scheduling is to avoid the collision to a certain extent, instead of completely suppressing it. This type of algorithms, usually combine the heuristic scheduling and randomized transmission to avoid possible packet collisions. This incurs lesser message overhead as compared to the message overhead required to generate a completely conflict-free schedule. However, the probabilistic nature of the schedule does not guarantee collision-free transmissions. -Quality of schedule: This objective can be seen as the level of MAC-performance objective that has to be achieved by a TDMA-scheduling algorithm. In this regard, a TDMA-schedule can either be optimal, sub-optimal or feasible (with bounds or without bounds). Finding an optimal schedule is typically a hard problem with respect to many MACperformance objectives. In general, the TDMA-scheduling algorithms which generate optimal or suboptimal TDMA-schedule, have a single MAC-perfor- On the other hand, the TDMAscheduling algorithms with feasible quality-of-schedule objective, try to find a schedule which can improve the performance of MAC-protocol to a certain extent, but not necessarily attain optimal or sub-optimal performance. Typically, the algorithms with feasible quality-of-schedule objective, try to improve the MAC-performance with respect to multiple MAC objectives.
Assumptions
Every TDMA-scheduling algorithm, either explicitly or implicitly, define an underlying network model, on top which, the proposed algorithm is supposed to run. This is done by making certain assumptions about the pa-rameters related to various aspects of the network (e.g. network topology, antenna type, node mobility etc.). Usually a TDMA-scheduling algorithm performs better in the network scenario, where most of the assumptions made by it are satisfied. Moreover, there are certain assumptions which solely defines the objective of the scheduling and design methodology to be adapted. For instance, if nodes in the network are highly mobile then self-stabilization becomes an important objective to be achieved and the algorithms in which scheduling decision is taken at a centralized node, are not suitable. Similarly, few algorithms assume that the nodes are aware of their relative position, and therefore such algorithms can not be used at all, when such assumption is not satisfied. Here, we categorize all the assump-tions made by existing TDMA-scheduling algorithms, into following four major heads ( Fig. 3 ).
1. Application 2. Network Topology and Routing 3. Transceiver (Radio) 4. Channel (Transmission medium)
Applications
The applications which are expected to be run on WSNs, can be characterized by making two types of assumptions:
1. Traffic Pattern: The traffic pattern generated by various applications in WSNs networks can either be periodic, aperiodic or on-demand. In case of periodic traffic, a node generates a fixed number of packets per frame. Usually, it is assumed that the size of packet is also fixed, and therefore, in addition to periodic traffic it also becomes constant bit rate (CBR) traffic. Most of the data collection applications in WSNs, fall in this category. However, it is also possible that the periodicity of packet generation is not same across all the nodes in the network. Some nodes may require more than one time slots per frame to transmit their packets, while others may not have sufficient number of packets to be transmitted in every frame. In this case, using the same TDMA-schedule for a long duration may result in the wastage of bandwidth. In aperiodic or Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic, the number of packets generated by a node per frame, is not fixed. In this situation, dynamic scheduling techniques are more suitable as compared to static scheduling. Finally, in on-demand traffic a sequence of packets is transmitted by the nodes, in response to some external or internal triggering. For example, in WSNs, a node starts transmitting packets in response to the query received from the base station, or in case, it has detected some event of interest which needs to be reported to the base station. 2. Communication Pattern: From the link layer perspective, three type of communication patterns are possible: unicast, broadcast and multicast. In unicast communication, only a single node is the intended receiver of a transmitted packet, whereas in broadcast communication, all neighboring nodes of the sender are assumed to be the intended receivers. Multicast communication is the generalized form of broadcast communication, where out of all neighbor nodes, only the nodes belonging to a predefined set (multicast group) are the intended receivers. A TDMA-schedule, that has been generated for broadcast communication, may result poor bandwidth utilization, if the same schedule is used for unicast communication too. Conversely, a TDMAschedule, that has been generated for unicast communication, may cause collisions of packets, if used for broadcast communication.
Network Topology
Based on the network topology assumptions made by TDMA-scheduling algorithms, these algorithms can be classified into two categories: topology dependent and topology independent. The topology dependent algorithms assume that the nodes have the prior knowledge about the topology of the networks (such as size of the network and membership of the nodes). Therefore, these protocols are inappropriate for large networks or networks of varying size. On the other hand, the topology independent algorithms are transparent of a specific topology and therefore immune to node mobility. This makes the topology independent scheduling particularly attractive for mobile ad hoc networks. However, the bandwidth efficiency of a topology independent scheduling is lower than that of a topology dependent scheduling due to its redundancy requirement, in order to work without topological information. Additionally, the efficient operation of topology independent schedule also requires an instant feedback channel which may not be available all the time. Therefore, the topology independent scheduling is not always applicable.
The topology dependent scheduling can be further classified based on logical (routing) topology and physical topology assumptions made by the algorithms.
1. Logical Topology: The logical (routing) topology of a WSN refers to the next-hop information availability at the nodes that is established by the underlying routing protocol. For example, most of the applications in WSNs use tree-based routing topology for data collection. However, in general, TDMAscheduling algorithms for WSNs consider a generic graph as the underlying network topology. Additionally, it is possible that a TDMA-scheduling algorithm does not make any assumption related to the availability of the routing information. 2. Physical Topology: This specifies the neighborhood relationship between the nodes of the network. This neighborhood relationship can either be static or dynamic based on the mobility model of the nodes. In case of static topology, i.e., the node are not mobile, the physical topology of a network is mainly determined by the method of node deployment which usually varies with the application requirements. Random, line and grid are some of 
Transceiver
Typically, sensor nodes contains a single channel transceiver that at a time can be tube only to one frequency channel. However, many TDMA-scheduling algorithms have also considered the radios which can be tuned to more than one channels simultaneously. In case of multiple channels, the TDMA-scheduling problem is often performed in conjunction with channel assignment problem, where the problems of assigning a communication channel and a time slot to a node are considered simultaneously.
Channel
The wireless channel is inherently erroneous. To support robustness, it becomes very important to consider the loss of protocol messages while designing a TDMAscheduling algorithm. Although most of the existing algorithms consider the erroneous nature of wireless channel, there are few algorithms which assume the channel as completely error free. Additionally, most of the TDMA-scheduling algorithms assume that the wireless channel is symmetric, i.e., the channel quality from node A to node B is same as that from node B to node A, which is not true all the time.
In wireless communications, the interference at is typically treated as the sum of signal levels present at the node due to all other unwanted transmissions. The signal to noise ratio (SINR) model and protocol model are two major ways to model the interference relation-ship between the nodes in a wireless network. The SINR model is also known as physical model [26] . According to the protocol model, a message cannot be received correctly if there is at least one sender other than the intended sender of a receiver is transmitting simultaneously within its neighborhood. Typically, there are two approaches to estimate the range from the receiver within which no node should be allowed to transmit when the receiver is expecting a transmission: transmission range based approach and interference range base approach. Typically, the interference range is more than the transmission range and gives better approximation for reality. However, estimating the transmission range is much easier than that of estimating the interference range. One benefit of protocol interference model is that, under this model, it is easier to formulate the problem of TDMA-scheduling as the graph-coloring problem. In [25] , Gronkvist et al. stated that the protocol interference model does not always give and accurate estimation of interference present between the nodes in reality as in wireless networks the actual level interference at a node is a combined effect of multiple nodes present in its proximity .
On the other hand, the physical model, is better in the sense that it can measure the level of interference at a node accurately even in case when multiple nodes are transmitting simultaneously in the proximity of the node. According to the physical model of the interference, a message is said to be received successfully, if the SINR at the receiver is more than threshold. Moscibroda in [37] shows that protocols that are designed considering the SINR based interference model can even perform the better than the theoretically achievable performance of graph-based scheduling protocols. Other than protocol and physical interference modes, one more model, that is based on hopcounts, has been considered by many existing algorithms. As per this hop-count interference model, two nodes can not take the same time slot if they are within the k-hop distant from each other.
Design Methodology
In a broader sense, the design methodology taken by an TDMA-scheduling algorithm is actually the novel part of a TDMA-scheduling algorithm, where exactly, the contribution of a proposed algorithm lies. Different TDMA-scheduling algorithms use different techniques to either achieve the same or different objectives. Two algorithms may differ, in terms of the scheduling techniques used by them at a detailed level. But, at the coarse level, they may be using similar concepts. For example, many TDMA-scheduling algorithms use classical graph coloring approach from graph theory to perform scheduling. However, the heuristics used by them to decide the order in which the nodes in the graph would be colored, can be different. Based on the higher level concept employed by various TDMA-scheduling algorithms, we further classify the design methodology taken by a TDMA-scheduling algorithms into following four sub-categories ( Fig. 4 ). 
Problem Formulation and

Problem Formulation and Scheduling Technique
Many scheduling algorithms use some mathematical construct to formally define the actual TDMA-scheduling problem under consideration. Defining the problem in this manner works as the basic to theoretically analyze the correctness and performance of the algorithm, and also compare it with those of other algorithms which have considered similar problem. Based on the problem formulation, a TDMA-scheduling algorithms can be categorized either as conflict-graph based, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation based or latin square based.
-Conflict Graph: A WSN can be considered as connectivity graph ( communication graph), with sensor nodes as the vertices of the graph. There exist and edge between any two vertices in this connectivity graph, if the sensor nodes corresponding to these vertices can directly communicate with each other. Most of the TDMA-scheduling algorithm, formulate the TDMA-scheduling problem using a conflict graph. The conflict graph can be considered as the line graph (conjugate graph) of a connectivity graph in such a way that every vertex of a conflict graph represents and edge of the the connectivity graph and two vertices the conflict graph are said to be adjacent if and only if their corresponding edges share a common vertex in connectivity graph. Two nodes should not be assigned the same slot, if the simultaneous transmission from these nodes causes the interference at the receiver of either one of them.
After defining a conflict-graph the TDMA-scheduling problem is usually solved by using graph coloring approach. In its simplest form, the graph coloring problem can be defined as the way of coloring the vertices/edges of a graph such that no two adjacent vertices/edges share the same color. These algorithms typically use different heuristics (greedy Fig. 4 : Classification of TDMA-scheduling algorithms based on design methodology approach) and various properties of underlying conflictgraph, to get the efficient TDMA-schedule. -ILP formulation: In this method, an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of the TDMAproblem is first provided considering resource and time constraints, and then it is solved for the optimality. Some algorithms, also provide a sub-optimal solution by solving the relaxed LP formulation of the original problem. -Latin Square: Another technique employed by a couple of TDMA-scheduling algorithms is the use of the Latin Squares (LS) characteristics [1] to facilitate the assignment of time slots. An n × n latin square is a square matrix consists of numbers 1 to n arranged in a manner so that column or row contains the same number more than once.
Method of Implementation
The method of implementation refers to the place of scheduling control in a TDMA-scheduling algorithm where the scheduling decisions can take place. According to this category, a TDMA-scheduling algorithm can either be centralized, distributed or clustered.
-Centralized: In centralized TDMA-scheduling algorithms a single node (e.g. base station in WSNs) takes the responsibility to compute the TDMA-schedule, and then, distribute it to all the nodes in the network. Such algorithms require the complete topology information to be available at base station, and therefore, these algorithms are suitable neither for the large networks nor for the networks in which the network topology changes frequently. However, the availability of complete topology information at a single point, allows these algorithms to generate optimal or sub-optimal schedule with respect to given design objective. Finding an optimal solution for most of the TDMA-scheduling problems is NP-hard [42] , and therefore, these algorithms are not scalable in terms of processing time taken by the base station to generate an optimal schedule and time required to collect the network topological information from all nodes present in the network. Furthermore, in centralized TDMA-scheduling, the schedule gener-ated by the base station is same for all nodes in the network, and therefore, the nodes need to be globally synchronized.
In spite of aforementioned drawbacks, the centralized TDMA-scheduling algorithms are useful for small and static networks, and also help us to find out the theoretical bounds that can be achieved by any TDMA-algorithm for a particular objective. Furthermore, many times, the centralized algorithms often work as the seed towards the design of a distributed algorithm to solve the same TDMA-scheduling problem. -Distributed: While centralized algorithms rely on a single node to compute TDMA-schedule, in distributed algorithms, nodes compute their schedules by exchanging (implicitly or explicitly) the local information with their neighboring nodes. The distributed algorithms support scalability for large networks, and also, they are adaptive to the dynamic changes in network topology. However, targeting for the optimal solution using distributed algorithms is not often feasible. This is because, the topology information of the complete network is not available at individual nodes. Therefore, the distributed algorithms try to generate either a feasible TDMAschedule with no bounds or use some heuristic (greedy approach) to generate a sub-optimal schedule with guaranteed bounds. Additionally, in distributed scheduling, the nodes are required to be synchronized only with their neighboring nodes (local synchronization). -Clustered: The third type of TDMA-scheduling algorithms under this category are cluster-based algorithms. In general, cluster-based TDMA-scheduling begin with the formation of clusters of the network by selecting few nodes as the cluster heads, and associating the rest of the nodes to these cluster heads. Thereafter, the cluster heads are responsible for generating the TDMA-schedule among the nodes within their clusters. Cluster based algorithms prove to be better scalable than the centralized algorithms. But, these algorithms often suffer from the problem of inter cluster interference due to intersection of nodes covered by adjacent cluster heads. Additionally, the requirement of re-clustering due to frequent topology changes, causes the cluster-based TDMA-scheduling algorithms not suitable for networks with dynamic topology.
Frequency of Rescheduling
Based on the frequency of rescheduling, a TDMA-scheduling algorithm can be classified either as static or dynamic.
In static TDMA-scheduling, once a schedule is gen-erated, the same schedule is used for sufficiently long time, without performing the rescheduling. Usually, static TDMA-scheduling algorithms generate optimal/sub-optimal schedule in terms of the schedule-characteristics objective, and the generation of TDMA-schedule using such algorithm take very long time. On the contrary, in dynamic TDMA-scheduling the assignment of slots is performed either on per slot basic or on per frame basic. Unlike static algorithms, the dynamic algorithms typically produce a feasible TDMA-schedule in very less time. These algorithm are good for the situations where frequent rescheduling has to be performed either due to dynamic topology (logical or physical) or variable load conditions.
Deterministic Vs. Randomized Algorithm
A deterministic TDMA-scheduling algorithm always produces the same TDMA-schedule, for a specific combination of assumptions, objectives and underlying topology. On the other hand, there are few TDMA-scheduling algorithms which use a degree of randomness (randomized algorithms) as part of their logic to generate a TDMA-schedule, and may generate different schedule for same input conditions, every time it is executed. Usually, the randomized algorithms achieve good "average case" performance, but sometimes these algorithms may produce an incorrect schedule or fail to produce a schedule within a bounded time period.
Existing TDMA-scheduling Algorithms in WSNs
In this section, we discuss existing work on TDMAscheduling algorithms in WSNs particularly designed for the nodes with single radio, single channel, and with omini-directional antenna transceiver characteristics. The list of scheduling algorithms discussed here, is a subset of work on TDMA-scheduling available in the literature. However, the algorithms are chosen in such a way so that most of the characteristics presented in the classification framework proposed in section 2, are covered. In the following, we first give the description of chosen algorithms followed by a summary of their characteristics in terms of scheduling objective, assumptions and design methodology. The order of discussion for the selected TDMAscheduling algorithm is as follows. At the very first level, we group all the algorithms, based on the method of implementation(centralized, distributed and clustered), and discuss the algorithms belonging to a particular method of implementation in a single subsection. At the second level, i.e., inside the discussion of the algorithms which belong to a particular method of implementation, we group the algorithms based on the scheduling objective, and discuss them together.
Centralized TDMA-scheduling Algorithms
Here, we discuss the centralized TDMA-scheduling algorithms available in the literature, and with scheduling objectives such as maximizing throughput, minimizing latency, minimizing energy and maximizing fairness. Usually, minimizing overhead, and self organization are not the scheduling objectives of centralized TDMAscheduling algorithms.
Algorithms on Maximizing Throughput
One of the early work in this category appeared in [42] in which the TDMA-scheduling problem is considered analogous to the vertex coloring problem in graphs. Consider the set of colours as integers ranging from 0 to ∆, where ∆ is the size of maximum distance-2 neighborhood in the graph. Let the color assigned to two node u and v are f u and f v respectively. Then |f v − f w | > 1, if u and v are neighboring nodes.
In this work [42] , the authors proposed three three different centralized algorithms for TDMA-scheduling. All three algorithms are based on breath-first approach and differ with respect to the order the nodes are scheduled or colored. In the first algorithm, the next node to be assigned a color is picket randomly from the set of all uncolored nodes. The second algorithm, colors the nodes as per the increasing order of the degree on nodes in the conflict graph representation of the network. The third is very much similar to the second with the difference that in this approach the nodes are removed from the graph after assigning them a color. The distributed implementation of the approaches two and three are not possible as the ordering requires global information. In all the approaches, the worst case coloring could be as high as ∆ (Vizing's Theorem [2] ).
Florens et al. in their works [20] , [21] , [22] , propose a couple of centralized TDMA-scheduling algorithms especially for packet transmissions from base station to the sensor nodes. The objective of these is to algorithms is minimize the schedule-length for line topology, assuming protocol interference model. The basic approach behind the scheduling is to transmit packets to the nodes for the number of hops from the base station is more than the others By reducing the minimum schedule length problem to the graph coloring problem, Ergen et al. [19] showed that the schedule length problem is also NP-complete.
Intuitively, the reason behind scheduling problem of becoming an NP-complete problem is due to the fact that the assignment of a time slot among many candidates effects the eligibility of many other nodes to take some other slot simultaneously. Additionally, many eligible nodes may not have data to transmit in a slot as a consequence of the nodes selected in previous slot.
In order to achieve uniform flow of data in a network, the authors of [19] propose a disjoint path based approach which works by constructing multiple disjoint equally spaced paths from nodes to the base station. Two different path strips can maintain two different data simultaneously without interfering each others transmission. This allows uniform load distribution among the nodes in the network and hence prevents prevents a small set of nodes from being overloaded.It is shown that, in contrast to the traditional shortest path routing, the schedule generated by path strip based approach is smaller than the schedule length generated by the shortest path routing.
Choi et al. [15] combined the optimal scheduling problem and routing problem together for the scenario where every node has only one packet to send. They proved that the problem of scheduling and routing together is NP-complete, and also proposed algorithms which generate schedule with less than 3N-3 time slots for line and tree topologies. For general graphs, they proposed a heuristic based solution by first creating a minimum spanning tree and then removing its edges one by one edges so that simultaneous transmission in two different branches do not create interference for each other.
Annamalai et al. [5] studied the use of orthogonal codes such as FHSS and DSSS to mitigate the interference between the nodes sharing same time slots. They proposed a top-down tree construction scheme based on a greedy approach in which the children of a nodes is selected as nearest neighbor by traversing the tree in BFS (Breath First Search) order. To mitigate the interference, the child nodes of a parent, are assigned different codes. In case, new code is not available, then assign the code that least used by the neighbor nodes. After code assignment, the procedure for time slot assignment is performed in a manner such that a parent gets the slot after its children only.
TDMA-Scheduling Algorithms on Minimizing Latency
Cui et al [17] looked the problem of TDMA scheduling with the objective to minimize the end-to-end latency of involved for convergecast communication, instead of minimizing the schedule length. They also analyzed the trade-off between energy consume by the nodes and the latency of data transmission for the scenario when the number of packets transmit by each node, in a time frame, is same across all the nodes in the network. The authors prove that in order to achieve the minimum possible latency, it is sufficient to schedule the outgoing links of every node after scheduling their incoming links The proposed algorithm first divides the links into different levels based on the number of hops they are far from the sink, and then create a schedule beginning from farthest node to the nearest node.
Instead of defining a TDMA schedule by assigning time slots to the senders, the work proposed in [17] generates a receiver based schedule, where the slots are assigned to the receivers. The receiver based scheduling is particularly useful for the devices which perform duty cycling (sleep scheduling) and wake-up only when they intend to either receive or transmit a packet. The authors first proved that deciding the frequency of beacon transmission in a beacon-enabled Revah et al. in [44] argue that the TDMA-scheduling techniques with the aim of minimizing the convergecast completion time do not consider the waiting time of messages. It is not reasonable to hold a message if the time slots are available to transmit the message immediately. The authors proposed a number of algorithms for different network topologies such as linear, two-branch, and star. One of the major assumptions made by these algorithms is the availability of different directional radios for upstream and downstream control channels.
Lu et al. in [34] studied the problem of routing and scheduling jointly with the objective of minimizing transmission latency. Given a graph, a number of flows and slots, find paths and a slot assignment such that it minimizes average latency with maximum number of flows. A graph coloring approach is used to solve the problem.
TDMA-Scheduling Algorithms on Minimizing Energy
In [31] , Kalpakis et al. consider the problem of TDMAscheduling with the objective to maximize the lifetime of WSNs. In particular, they considered the network lifetime as the time until the first sensor node in the network runs out of energy. They propose an iterative algorithm to find the schedule which maximizes the lifetime of the network according to above definition. The problem formulation is done as the network flow problem and solved it using ILP.
In [36] , the authors looked the problem of TDMAscheduling in WSNs with two different perspectives 1) minimizing the energy consumed by the sensor nodes due to excessive switching between active and sleep modes 2) minimizing the total time to collect the data at the base station. To solve the optimization problem, the paper combines two different stochastic optimization techniques: the genetic algorithm and the swarm optimization. The swarm optimization algorithm ensures that there is no empty slot in the resultant schedule, whereas the genetic algorithm solves the optimization problem in lesser time. The authors showed a considerable improvement due to proposed mixing of two algorithm over particle swarm optimization algorithm alone, in terms of length of the generated schedule and the energy consumption due to excessive radio stitching.
TDMA-Scheduling Algorithms on Maximizing Fairness
In [49] authors gave a linear programming formulation for fair TDMA-scheduling problem in WSNs and based on the given formalism also propose a scheduling mechanism on a data gathering tree. The algorithm proposed in [49] works in multiple rounds where after every round the nodes increase their data rate by a small value , till the total bandwidth usage reaches total available bandwidth.
Chatterjea et al. in [13] introduced AI-MAC as the extension to a schedule based MAC protocol LMAC [29] , to ensure the fairness among participating nodes. The AI-MAC differs from LMAC in the sense that in LMAC protocol each node is allocated only one slot in a frame whereas in AI-MAC a node can have multiple slots in a frame.The number of slots given to a node in particular frame depends upon the traffic load at the node. This ensures fairness among the nodes. Table 1 provides the summary of surveyed centralized TDMAscheduling algorithms as per the classification presented in section 2.
Distributed TDMA-Scheduling Algorithms
Algorithms on Maximizing Bandwidth by Minimizing Schedule Length
Based on the centralized scheduling scheme RAND [42] , Rhee et. al. [46] proposed a distributed randomized time slot scheduling algorithm (DRAND). The authors of DRAND have also used this algorithm in Z-MAC [45] protocol for sensor networks, to improve the performance of MAC protocol by leveraging the strength of TDMA-based channel access and contention-based channel access mechanisms simultaneously.
The execution of DRAND algorithm happens in multiple round where a node passes through with four different sates namely IDLE, REQUEST, GRANT, and RELEASE during each round. The duration of each round is not fixed and depends upon the estimate of the communication delays between the nodes in the network. In IDLE state a with probability 1/2 runs a lottery which further has some probability of wining. Then the node starts negotiating a time slot with its neighbors only when it wins the lottery and enters the REQUEST state. Similarly, the node which grant a particular time-slot to a requesting node enter into the GRANT state. These state transitions finally reach to a conflict free TDMA-schedule. Due to large message delays, the runtime complexity of DRAND algorithm increase rapidly with respect to increase in the density of the network δ, where δ is defined as the average number of nodes in a two-hop neighborhood of the network.
Ashutosh et. al. in [8] , proposes a distributed and randomized algorithm (RD-TDMA) for TDMA-scheduling based on graph colouring approach. A major advantage of RD-TDMA algorithm over other distributed TDMAscheduling algorithms, such as DRAND, is the multi fold reduction in scheduling-time by allowing all the nodes to concurrently select their slots using probabilistic approach. This is because, the static TDMAscheduling algorithms typically use heuristic based approach for graph colouring that is essentially sequential in nature.
The execution of RD-TDMA algorithm happens in multiple round. During the process of scheduling, a node passes through with four different sates namely Contention, Verification, Scheduled and Termination. Every node starts the algorithm by entering in the contention state. At this state and at time slot s, a node i tries to take the slot s with probability p i,s by broadcasting request message to its neighbor nodes and enters into the verification state to check if any other node is also trying to get the same time-slot. If yes, the node i comes back to the contention state and starts all over again. Otherwise, if no node other than i is trying for the same slot s (received grant message from all other nodes), the node i would take the slot s and enter into the scheduled state. At this state, the node i is not sure that all other nodes are also being informed that the slot s has been taken by node i. Once all the neighbors of node i know that node i is in scheduled state, the node i will enter into the termination state. At the end of the algorithm execution, all the nodes will be in termination state and will have some slot in a frame. Later the authors of RD-TDMA proposed another TDMA-Scheduling algorithm called DTSS [7] to extend the scope of RD-TDMA algorithm from only broadcast scheduling to unicast, multicast and broadcast modes of transmission. However, the DTSS algorithm requires global time synchronization among the nodes even before start executing the algorithm.
The protocol in [11] proposes a slot assignment algorithm based on the heuristic that is used to choose the order to assign the slots to sensor nodes. Comparing to DRAND algorithm, the time complexity of this algorithm is larger, however the length of schedule generated by the CCH is smaller than that of DRAND.
Ranjeet et. al. [39] proposed a TDMA slot assignment algorithm for WSNs which assumes the presence of a special node called mobile agent in the network. Mobile agent is responsible to allocate the time slots to the nodes which is does by reaching near to the individual nodes present in the network. Similar to the greedy graph coloring algorithm, the mobile agent upon receiving a query from a node, assigns the smallest available time slot to the node so that the node can use that time slot to transmit its data without any conflict. The time taken by the algorithm is constraint by the speed of mobile node, and therefore this solution is not suitable for networks covering large geographical area. Additionally, the complete rescheduling needs to be performed every time the topology of the network changes.
Ashutosh et. al. in [9] proposes the idea of iteratively reducing the schedule length of an existing TDMAschedule. The algorithm for reduction of schedule-length runs in rounds so that at the end of each round a valid TDMA-schedule is generated. In this way, the algorithm always produces a valid TDMA-schedule even if it is stopped after the arbitrary number of round of execution. In this way, a TDMA-schedule of desired length can be generated by executing the algorithm for a limited number of rounds, thus providing the ability to trade-off between schedule-length and the time to schedule. In order to compress the schedule-length, all the nodes shift to a free slot that comes before the slot currently occupied by the node, without violating the conflict-free property of existing schedule . The algorithm ensures that during the process of shifting from higher Id slots to lower Id slots, the neighboring nodes do not shift to the same free-slot simultaneously. 
Algorithms on Maximizing Bandwidth by Maximizing Transmission Set
Rajiv et al. in [43] , addressed the problem of TDMAscheduling for broadcast communication in radio networks, emphasizing the fact that the wireless is inherently broadcast and many applications such as distributing updated database, routing tables etc make use use of this property. In order to efficiently utilize the bandwidth, they defined broadcasting-set as the set of nodes that can broadcast in the same slot without conflicts. A maximal broadcasting-set is then defined, as the broadcasting-set such that if any node is added to this set, it becomes no longer a broadcasting set. They proved that finding out a maximum broadcasting-set is NP-complete. The scheduling algorithms presented in [43] runs in two phases. During the first phase a broadcast frame is produced where each node is scheduled in exactly one slot per frame. During the second phase, the algorithm produces a maximal broadcasting-set in each slot of the frame and it is done as follows.
A source node generates and broadcasts a token message. The path taken by the token is the DFS of the graph. On confirming that, all the neighbors have received the token, the source node selects its transmission slot. Along with the token, the source node also broadcasts its current schedule table. On receiving the schedule table from the source node the neighboring nodes update their own schedule table, and also decide their new schedule based on this information.
A similar solution for broadcast scheduling is given by [18] , where the algorithm starts with a skeleton schedule of N nodes for which the i th slot is reserved for the i th node. By broadcasting their schedule neighbors each node comes to know the information about the unreserved slots which it can pick without creating any conflict with other nodes. However, to ensure that only a unique node should pick a slot in a two-hop vicinity, the algorithm uses node Id to decide the priority among the candidate nodes, instead of passing a token message to each node one by one, similar to the work presented in [43] .
Algorithms on Maximizing Bandwidth by Dynamic Scheduling
Sidi and Cidon [16] proposed distributed and dynamic link-scheduling algorithms for multi-hop packet radio networks. The dynamic nature of the algorithm achieves higher slot utilization in case of topology and traffic changes. The algorithm divided the shared channel into control segment and the data segment. The control or signal information among the nodes can only be trans-mitted during the control segment. The control segment is further divided into two segments: request segment and the confirmation segment. Both the request and confirmation segments are further divided into N timeslots, where N is the number of nodes in the network. When a node i wants to reserve a time slot in the information segment, it transmits a request signal at the corresponding control segment. If node i does not hear a deletion signal from any of its neighbor, it transmits a confirmation signal and transmits a packet during the information slot. Treating the assignment problem independently has the fairness issue as few nodes may get frequent permission to transmit their data than others. Additionally, overhead (in terms of mini-slots) due to control signals per slot is the order of number of nodes in the network.
A distributed heuristic based TDMA slot assignment algorithm FPRP, based on reservation cycle among the nodes in a two-hop neighborhood, is proposed in [53] , where a cycle consist of five different phases. The FPRP divides the time into series of time frames with each frame consisting of reservation and data transmission portions. A node wanting to send the data has to first reserve a slot in the next time frame using the reservation portion of the current time frame. The nodes can use contention-based channel access mechanism in the reservation portion. The FPRP runs a five-phase cycle multiple times to decide the winner of a time-slot. In addition to distributed algorithm, the FPRP is a parallel protocol in the sense that multiple reservations may be made in parallel across the network. The algorithm makes two major assumptions that while in receiving mode, a node is able to tell whether one packet, multiple packets or no packets at all, were transmitted. To a large extend, this assumption is not valid in case of WSNs.
The work in [14] presents a TDMA-scheduling algorithm specifically for query based data aggregation in WSNs. The algorithm assumes that the sensor nodes are supposed to report data periodically to the based station. The base station constructs a routing tree to disseminate a query to collect the data from sensor nodes. In the reverse path, each internal node aggregates the data received from its children and forwards it to its parent over the rooted tree. The basic idea of the proposed scheduling algorithm is to exploit the precedence constraints imposed by the query path and data aggregation.
Salonidis et al. [48] propose distributed dynamic scheduling algorithm for tree based logical (routing) topology in ad-hoc networks. This proposed algorithm starts from a initial T DMA-schedule and iteratively reduces the schedule-length as per the demand set by higher layers. Additionally, unlike [14] the algorithm proposed in [48] does not assume global clock synchronization. In [48] , every link of underlying routing tree link is characterized by a slot demand. A node initiates a rescheduling procedure asynchronously when the application layer changes the demand The nodes reach to a valid TDMA schedule starting from the current TDMA schedule using only local information.
Algorithms on Minimizing Overhead
The work in [52] proposes a deterministic distributed TDMA-scheduling algorithm (DD-TDMA) for WSNs, while keeping the primary objective of generating a bandwidth efficient schedule, In DD-TDMA a node decides its own slot according to the slot occupancy status of its two-hop neighboring nodes. DD-TDMA scheduling is based on the assumption that the receivers can detect the collision i.e., in case of collision, even if a receiver cannot correctly receive the packet, it can at least detect that some transmission has happened. This property removes the need to wait for an acknowledgment from neighboring nodes to mitigate the collision. After taking a slot, the node updates its one-hop neighbors with this information by broadcasting a message, which is then forwarded by the one-hop neighbors of the node to make the assignment information reach at the two-hop neighbors of the node. The above process is repeated in every frame until finally all nodes are scheduled.
A MAC protocol called SEEDEX for ad-hoc networks proposed in [47] tries to avoid collision without making explicit reservation for each and every packet. At the beginning of each slot, if a node has a packet ready for transmission, it chooses a slot with probability p in which it can possibly transmit a packet (state PT), otherwise it will stay silent with probability 1 − p in that slot (state Listen). Suppose a node A has a packet to transmit to a neighboring node B, then, first, the node A waits for a slot at which simultaneously node A is in PT state and node B is in listen state. At such a slot, node A may discover that there are n other nodes neighbors of B which are also in PT state. Then node A transmits with probability 1/n and refrain from transmitting packet in that slot with probability 1 − 1/n. This technique is also called topology independent scheduling.
The key concept of the proposed protocol lies in the fact that to know the status of their two-hop neighbors i.e., whether they are in PT or listen state, the nodes simply exchange the seeds of their random number generators with their two-hop neighbors instead of explicitly transmitting their status information. This approach considerably reduces the overhead due to message exchange. However, this technique mitigates the possibility of collision to a large extent, but does not guarantee a collision free transmission.
A similar approach of using random seeds of neighboring nodes to determine slots is used in [6] . The algorithm proposed in [6] uses a hash function to determine priority among contending neighbors. When a node i wants to transmit in a slot t, it computers a priority p t k for each member k belonging to its two-hop neighborhood including itself, as: p t k = Rand(k ⊕ t) ⊕ k, where function Rand(x) is a pseudo random number generator that produces a uniformly distributed random number using the random see x. If p t i > p t j , ∀k belonging to its two-hop neighborhood, then node i can access the channel during slot t. While the Rand function can generate the same number on different inputs, each priority number would be unique, since p t k is appended with k to the corresponding Rand(k ⊕ t). A node being part of multiple overlapping neighborhoods may not take a slot even it is having the highest priority in one neighborhood but not in others. In this way, the length of the schedule generated by the algorithm can go up to the number of nodes in the network leading to poor spatial reuse of the bandwidth. Also, the computational complexity of the this type of scheduling is very high as each node has to calculate the priority of all of its two-hop neighbors for every slot. The proposed scheduling assumes two-hop interference model where only one node is allowed to use a slot for transmission in a neighborhood. Although, two-hop interference eliminates the problem of hidden terminal but gives poor bandwidth utilization due to exposed node problem. Rajendran et al. [41] proposed a distributed TDMA-scheduling algorithm as the successor of the algorithm proposed in [6] . in this extended protocol, after calculating its own priority a node will announce the slots that it will use, a list of all receivers for these slots and a list of slots for which it has the highest priority but it will not use. If a node choses not to use a slot for which it has highest priority the other nodes can use the same slot by again finding a winner ( a node with highest priority) among themselves.
Lin et. al. [33] propose a distributed algorithm for WSNs. The algorithm generates TDMA-schedule with high network utility analogous to DRAND. In addition to that, it reduces the overhead due to protocol messages by exploiting the sensor location information.
Algorithms on Self Stabilization
In [4] , the authors have addressed the problem of rescheduling (self stabilization) in presence of mobile nodes. In particular, they proposed a procedure for TDMA-schedule restructuring to maximize the bandwidth utilization by utilizing the unused slots (secondary slot assignment) . The restructuring is performed in such a way so that it involves the slot reallocation to the minimum number of nodes. In order to perform rescheduling, the nodes exchange control messages with their neighboring nodes via a separate control channel in the form of an extra slot in the TDMA frame. The algorithm uses a concept of primary and secondary slots assignment for the nodes to transmit their data. The primary slots are given to the nodes which have recently moved to a new neighborhood.
Ali et al. [3] proposed adaptive and distributed TDMA algorithms for multi-hop wireless networks. One of the unique feature of the algorithm presented in [3] is the method to detect the presence of a new node in dynamic topology when nodes are mobile. In the absence of collisions, a node can detect the presence of a new node in its proximity just by receiving the normal packets transmitted by the new node. But, the transmissions of new node cannot be received if there is an interference at the receiving node. To detect the new neighboring node in this situation, they utilized the initial portion of a time slot where a node transmits its own address before commencing the transmission of actual data. This is done by introducing an additional field called flag field to the packet header. A node may also decide (with probability 1/2) not to transmit the header and keep listening during the initial portion of the slot. This will, allow the node to receive the header (address) information of new nodes in the neighborhood using the same slot. One drawback of this approach is its higher overhead due frequent exchanges of control packets in case of dynamic topology.
In [12] a distributed and self-stabilizing TDMA-based MAC protocol is presented which does not assume the global time reference. In this work, a randomized startup algorithm with fault containment properties is used to perform the scheduling. Once the slots are determined, sensors communicate among themselves to determine the period between successive slots or the frame size. Each node divides the time into equal sized frames. However, the size of frame need not have to be same across all the nodes in the network. Also, the frames do not need to be aligned at different nodes. In this sense, the global time referencing is not required. Furthermore, the algorithm proposed in [12] is also selfstabilizing, since it does not make any assumptions about the initial state. Table 2 provides the summary of surveyed distributed TDMA-scheduling algorithms as per the classification presented in section 2.
Cluster-based TDMA-Scheduling Algorithms
The cluster-based TDMA MAC protocols commonly run in rounds, where each round consists of a cluster set-up phase (TDMMA scheduling phase) and a steadystate phase (data transmission phase). During the setup phase, the nodes in the network are divided into groups called clusters. The clusters have special type of nodes called cluster heads (CH), which are responsible for TDMA-slot assignment among the nodes in the cluster. The set-up phase is followed by a steady-state phase, where the nodes can transmit their data using the slots allocated to them by their CHs.
One of the early work on clustering algorithm is by Heinzelman et. al. [28] , in which they proposed a Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Protocol (LEACH) for WSNs. LEACH is a distributed algorithm in which nodes make autonomous decisions without any centralized control. The goal is to maintain a constant number of clusters during each round and evenly distribute the load among all the node runs out of energy before others. The protocol assumes that every node in the network can reach the sink node with enough power.
The PACT protocol (Power Aware Clustered TDMA) [40] proposed by Pei et. al. is one of the first TDMA MAC protocol for large sensor networks that used passive clustering in order to take advantage of a dense topology to prolong both battery and network lifetime. To improve the lifetime of the network, the PACT performs re-clustering of the network in a distributed manner considering the remaining battery energy level of the nodes. This is unlike LEACH algorithm, in which the clustering status of a node is determined by the global knowledge of average number of clusters. After clustering, a subset of cluster heads and certain gateway nodes are then selected which are responsible for traffic between neighboring clusters, have priority in allocating time slots.
In [32] Li et. el. proposed a MAC protocol called BMA for intra-cluster even-based communication in largescale cluster-based WSNs. Similar to LEACH protocol the BMA protocol is divided into rounds and used the same algorithm for luster formation. After completing the cluster formation the system goes through with a series of phases with each phase consisting of three different periods namely contention period, a data transmission period and an idle period. The duration data transmission period is kept variable as every source node may not have the data to send all the time. The purpose of the contention period is to decide whether a node wants to transmit the data in the coming data transmission period or not. 
MSL: Minimizing Schedule Length
If a node has a data to transmit, then it send the a 1-bit message in its allocated slot during the contention period. In this sense, the contention period also follows the TDMA based channel access. At the end of the contention period the cluster would have all the information about the data transmission requirements of nodes belonging to the that cluster. Based on this information the cluster head decides the length of data transmission period and broadcasts the TDMA-schedule to all the nodes in the cluster who had request a transmission slot. After receiving the data from source nodes the cluster head then aggregates and forwards the data to the base station.
Tavli et. al. in [50] propose a clustering scheme MH-TRACE, which is not based on connectivity information. In MH-TRACE, cluster creation and maintenance does not require explicit exchange of connectivity information among neighboring nodes. Instead, the clustering algorithm continuously monitors the level of interference and take the actions accordingly to minimize the inter-cluster interference. This technique incurs less overhead as other clustering approaches as they involve the transmission of connectivity information among the nodes.
Biaz et. al. in [10] propose a cluster-based MAC protocol to resolve the contention for forwarded traffic. The protocol is based on the assumption that in WSNs the volume of forwarded traffic is much more than the originated traffic. There are two types of slots in a frame. One type of slots are used by are dedicated for cluster heads and use TDMA-based channel access mechanism. The other types of slots are for non-cluster nodes and here the contention-based scheme is used to resolve the conflict. The number of TDMA-slots in each time is is kept much larger than the contention-slots assuming that the cluster heads are required to transmit more data than the non-cluster nodes. The idea of reserving the bandwidth for cluster heads reduced the contention caused by the inter-cluster communication. Haigang et. al. in [27] propose an interference free TDMA-scheduling algorithm for cluster base WSNs. The time is divided into superframes, where each superframe consist of multiple TDMA frames. Every TDMA frame is further divided into multiple time-slots. Different frames in a superframe are alloted to the neighboring clusters to avoid inter cluster interference. Further, different time slots of a frame are given to the nodes belonging the cluster to which the frame has been alloted. This avoids intra-cluster interference. In this way, the neighboring cluster heads collect the data from their sensor nodes during different TDMA frames to avoid inter-cluster interference.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a classification framework to understand the various aspects of existing TDMA scheduling algorithms in WSNs. The framework is based on the classification of the features of TDMA-scheduling algorithms into three categories, viz. objective, assumptions, and design methodology. This type of classification is especially useful to understand design space (problem space and the solution space) of a TDMAscheduling algorithm in WSNs since many scheduling algorithms available in the literature does not state several aspects of the scheduling problem explicitly. Additionally, the framework is useful to compare these protocols in a qualitative manner. Furthermore, we discussed various TDMA-scheduling protocols, and provided a summary of their characteristics ( Table 1 , 2) based on proposed classification framework.
